when the generalized order statistics are Pfeifer's records, fcn-records and sequential order statistics, and summarize previously known results of that type for order statistics and fc-th record values.
Introduction
Let F be an absolutely continuous distribution function (df) with density / and let n € N, rh = (mi,..., mn_ 1), k > 1, be parameters such that for all i 6 {1,... ,n -1}, The notion of generalized order statistics introduced by Kamps provides a unified approach to some distributional and moment properties of ordered random variables. The model of generalized order statistics contains many models of ordered random variables as special cases, e.g.
1. order statistics Xi :n ,..., X n:n of a sample (Xi,..., X n ) of size n from cdf F are generalized order statistics with parameters mi = ... = m n _i = 0 and k = 1,
k-th record values
..., Y^ of a sequence {X n , n > 1} of independent identically distributed random variables are generalized order statistics with parameters m\ = ... -m n _i = -1 and k € N.
Other models will be discussed in detail in Section 3. First note that if X(i,n,fh,k), 1 < i < n, are generalized order statistics based on the distribution function F(x) = 1 -e~x, x > 0, then for i = 1,2,..., n -1, the random variables
are independent and identically distributed according to F (cf. [3] , Th.
3.3.5). The aim of this paper is to examine the asymptotic distributions of W(i,n,fh,k)
as n -> oo or k -» oo, depending on the model considered. In Section 2 we give formulae for distributions of the differences
and in the following sections we study behaviour of W(i, n, fh, k) in some special cases.
Distributions of differences of successive generalized order statistics
Let F be a df. Let n G N, fh = (mi,... ,m n _i), Mi = Y^Zi m j, k > 1, be parameters such that ji = k + n -i + Mi > 1, for i E {1,..., n -1} and let X(i,n,fh,k), 1 < i < n, be the associated generalized order statistics defined in [3] . For 1 < i < n, we denote by
the difference of successive generalized order statistics. where
Proof. We use the fact that generalized order statistics form a Markov chain with transition probabilities Let / be the density of F and let the hazard rate be
is a differentiable function with bounded first derivative 
Limiting distributions of Z(i,n,m,k)
Now we give limiting distributions of Z(i,n,m, k) in some special cases of generalized order statistics. Throughout this section we assume that F fulfills the assumptions of Lemma 2.2, i.e. F is concentrated on some interval S CM, and such that the hazard rate r(x) is differentiate with bounded first derivative.
Order statistics
Let rrii = 0, 1 < i < n, k = 1. Then the generalized order statistics are order statistics Xi:n, X2:n, • • •, Xn:n of a sample of size n from F. Moreover, 7i = n -i. By Lemma 2.1, the distribution function of 1 -(1 -F(x) ) ai where a* > 0 for i 6 N, then the sequential order statistics are generalized order statistics with parameters
rrii -(n -i + l)c>!j -(n -i)ai+i -1, 1 < i < n,
and k = a n . Then 7i = (n -i + l)aj. By Lemma 2.1
where F v u) is the df of X$ n . By Lemma 2.2 we obtain the following in-•Xo.n ' equalities 
GXP \(n -i)ai+i)'
where
s Thus we have proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. For any i EN the sequence {W n , n > i} of random variables W n = (n-ijoti+iiX^X^ ~ converges weakly to an exponential distribution with parameter
where Xo = inf S.
k-th record values
Let {Xi,i > 1} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with cdf F. For any fixed k > 1 we define the k-th (upper) record times U k (n), n > 1, of the sequence {Xi,i >1}, inductively by
and the k-th (upper) record values by Y^ -Xu k (n):u k (n)+k-ii ^ > 1 [!]•
We see that A;-th record values are generalized order statistics with parameters mj = -1, 1 < i < n, k € N, while ji = k, for i = 1,2,..., n -1.
Using the above arguments we obtain Theorem 2.2 of Gajek [2] . converges weakly to an exponential distribution with parameter X given by (3).
Pfeifer's record values

fcn-records
Similarly to the Pfeifer's records case, consider a double sequence 
Note that if io = sup 5, k n (3 n -> oo as n -• oo, and A is as in (3), then H n (x) -> exp(-Ax), n -* oo. Therefore we get the following generalization of Theorem 3.4. Note that if in the general case the Fj are not of the form (5) then the /¿"-records are not generalized order statistics. However, if we assume that k n = k does not depend on n, then we can prove the following result.
Let F n , n > 1, be absolutely continuous distribution functions such that F n is concentrated on the interval S n with density f n and the hazard function r n . We consider ¿"-records, as defined above, but with k n -k, n > 1. Using the fact that fc n -records form a Markov chain with transition probabilities given by (4), we can deduce that the distribution function of is of the form
Fix
n ^ 1 such that r n is a differentiate function with bounded first derivative \r' n {x)\ <M n , x G S n .
Analogously to the proof of Lemma 2.2 we obtain the estimate H k (x)exp(-^p) < 1 -F win) (x) < Hk{x) exp where H k (x) = \ exp(-xr n+1 (u))dF x (") (u).
C •Jn
Moreover, we see that ^ £o,n as k oo, where xo, n = infS n . This establishes 
